Morals—Handed Down by Evolution, or by God?
Brad Harrub, Ph. D.
Rape. Murder. Adultery. These words conjure
up ghastly images of actions that humans have
deemed unacceptable. But ask yourself this: Why
do humans possess a sense of moral law—right
and wrong? Have we evolved morals, or were humans, in fact, created in the image of God? The
late, eminent evolutionist of Harvard University,
George Gaylord Simpson, stated that although
“man is the result of a purposeless and materialistic process that did not have him in mind,”
nonetheless “good and evil, right and wrong,
concepts irrelevant in nature except from the
human viewpoint, become real and pressing
features of the whole cosmos as viewed morally
because morals arise only in man” (1967, p. 364,
emp. added).
Past decades have seen the emergence of a new
discipline that is now being taught in many universities—a discipline formed to specifically combat the idea that God set forth a certain moral
“code” for humans to follow. Whenever college
freshmen peruse course catalogs, they now find
courses such as evolutionary psychology or sociobiology. Regardless of the name used to describe the class, however, the goal remains the

So now professors
expound that
murder, rape, and
adultery are “natural
responses” to our ancient
evolutionary heritage.
same—to explain human behavior in Darwinian terms and remove any biblical implications.
College students now sit at the feet of professors
who attempt to address—using evolutionary presuppositions—why humans rape, murder, and
commit adultery.
On March 16, 2001, a biology professor of the
University of New Mexico, Randy Thornhill,
delivered a lecture at Simon Fraser University at
Harbour Centre in Vancouver. His transcript
stated that “rape is evolutionary, biological, and
natural.” He further argued that “rape itself is an
adaptation, a product of direct selection for rape

in the past. Our male ancestors became ancestors in part because they conditionally used rape”
(Thornhill, 2001). In his new book, A Natural
History of Rape (coauthored by Craig T. Palmer),
Thornhill characterized rape as an “adaptive reproductive strategy.” The authors contend that
rape is a sexual act that has its origins in what
could be called the “Darwinist imperative”—i.e.,
the desire to reproduce and pass on one’s genes.
Have we forgotten how to reason? If we allow these ludicrous seeds to be planted in the
hearts of men and women, then responsibility
for every abominable act will soon succumb to
our alleged “animal ancestry.”
But the excuses for evil do not end there. In
a now-famous (or infamous) article in the New
York Times Magazine, MIT professor of psychology Steven Pinker argued that society should not
treat mothers who kill their newborn children
the same way it treats those who kill older children and adults. That’s because, in Pinker’s estimation, women who murder their newborn
babies may not be either mad or evil, but instead
are unconsciously obeying primeval instincts
to sacrifice their children for the good of the
tribe (1997). Charles Darwin declared: “There is
no fundamental difference between man and
the higher mammals in their mental faculties”
(Darwin, 1898). A lion is not plagued by guilt
after killing a gazelle’s infant offspring for its
noon meal. A dog does not experience remorse
afterstealingabonefromoneofitspeers. Sonow
professors expound that murder, rape, and adultery are “natural responses” to our ancient evolutionary heritage.
[continued on next page]
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It is a well-known and widely admitted
fact that beliefs have implications—a fact that
atheists and theists alike acknowledge. The
person who refuses to acknowledge the existence of God does indeed have little “latitude of choice.” Simpson thus was forced
to conclude: “Discovery that the universe
apart from man or before his coming lacks
and lacked any purpose or plan has the inevitable corollary that the workings of the
universe cannot provide any automatic, universal, eternal, or absolute ethical criteria of
right and wrong” (p. 364).
So where did man learn how to differentiate right from wrong? The Bible clearly demonstrates that whatever God approves, commands, and does is good (Psalm 119:39,68;

cf. Genesis. 18:25). What He has commanded
results from the essence of His being—Who
He is—and therefore also is good. In the Old
Testament, the prophet Micah declared of
God: “He showed thee, O man, what is good;
and what doth Jehovah require of thee, but
to do justly, and to love kindness, and walk
humbly with thy God” (Micah 6:8). In the
New Testament, the apostle Peter admonished: “As he who called you is holy, be ye
yourselves also holy in all manner of living;
because it is written, ‘Ye shall be holy: for I
am holy’ ” (1 Peter. 1:15). The basic thrust of
God-based ethics concerns the relationship
of man to the One Who created and sustains
him. God Himself is the unchanging standard of moral law. His perfectly holy nature

is the ground or basis upon which “right”
and “wrong,” “good” and “evil” are determined.
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SATAN—HIS ORIGIN AND MISSION
Bert Thompson
Presents material regarding mankind’s archenemy, including his origin,
his various monikers, his presence in both the Old and New Testaments,
his immortal nature, his anger at both God and man, his powers, his
mission as “god of this world,” his ultimate destiny, and his complete
inability to deceive or destroy those who resist him.
2001, 40 pages, $4.50
THE MANY FACES, AND CAUSES, OF UNBELIEF
Bert Thompson
Presents a discussion of various systems of unbelief such as atheism, agnosticism, skepticism, infidelity, deism, pantheism, and panentheism, and examines the causes of such unbelief (e.g., bias against
God, education, upbringing, scientific materialism, pride, immorality, hypocrisy and misconduct of believers, evil, pain, and suffering, etc.)
1999, 128 pages, $4.95
THE ORIGIN, NATURE, & DESTINY OF THE SOUL
Bert Thompson
Presents an examination of the origin, existence, and nature of
man’s soul. Examines Old and New Testament teachings on the
soul, whether or not animals have souls, false concepts regarding
the destiny of the soul, and the reality of an eternal home (in
heaven or hell) for the soul.
2001, 98 pages, $4.95
THE CASE FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD
Bert Thompson and Wayne Jackson

This book is packed with evidence from nature regarding the existence of God. It examines evidences from the Universe, and
from man himself. Excellent for use with someone who doubts
that God exists.
1996, 86 pages, $4.95
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THE SCIENTIFIC CASE FOR CREATION
Bert Thompson
Presents scientific evidence supporting the biblical account
of creation, including discussions on the creation/evolution
models, operation science vs. origin science, the fossil record, genetics, law of biogenesis, thermodynamics, etc.
2002 (second revised edition), 200 pages, $4.95

Revised Edition

THE GLOBAL FLOOD OF NOAH
Bert Thompson
Presents information regarding the biblical Flood as a historical event, including reasons for the Flood, attacks on the
Flood account, global nature of the Flood, size of the ark,
depth/duration of the Flood, gathering of the animals, etc.
1999, 59 pages, $4.95

THE BIBLE AND THE AGE
OF THE EARTH

IN DEFENSE OF THE
BIBLE’S INSPIRATION

Bert Thompson

Bert Thompson

Presents an in-depth discussion on
the controversial topic of the Bible
and the age of the Earth, including
the scriptural evidence for a young
Earth, refutations of false old-Earth
theories (Day-Age, Gap, Modified
Gap, etc.), relevance and importance of biblical genealogies, and
exegesis of applicable Old and New
Testament passages pertinent to
this extremely important subject.

Presents an examination of the Bible’s claims for its own inspiration
and the numerous evidences that
establish it as the inspired Word of
God, including the importance of
divine revelation as well as the
Scriptures’ unity, historical/prophetic accuracy, and incredible
scientific foreknowledge.

1999, 126 pages, $4.95

2001 (second edition), 63 pages, $4.95

THE CHRISTIAN AND MEDICAL ETHICS
Bert Thompson
Presents the biblical and scientific facts and implications of
both current and proposed procedures in the area of reproductive technology including cloning, in vitro fertilization, artificial insemination, abortion, etc.
1999, 61 pages, $4.95
MY SOVEREIGN, MY SIN, MY SALVATION
Bert Thompson
Presents the biblical picture of man’s alienation from God,
his need for God’s mercy and grace, evidence for the deity
of Christ, God’s great plan of salvation, and the singularity
and uniqueness of Christ’s divinely designed church.
1999, 70 pages, $4.95
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Q
A

What did God create on the first day
of Creation?

Oftentimes, when a person is asked
what God made on day one of the Creation week, he responds by saying simply, “God
made light.” When young people sing the “Days
of Creation” song (where each verse in the song
corresponds with what God did during each day
of the Creation week), the first verse they sing
is: “Day one, day one, God made light when
there was none.” Both of these statements are
true. Genesis 1:3-5 states: “Then God said, ‘Let
there be light’; and there was light. And God saw
the light, that it was good; and God divided the
light from the darkness. God called the light
Day, and the darkness He called night. So the
evening and the morning were the first day.” But
was light the only thing that God created on the
first day of Creation?
The work of day one may appear at first to include only the creation of light. However, it was
not the only thing God made on day one. If
light were the only thing created on day one,
then one must ask whence the water came that
already was in existence on day two. For on the

On December 13, 2001, Abiomed, a medical
technology company, posted a press release on
their Web site announcing the death of a second
TM
AbioCor artificial heart recipient. This announcement came just thirteen days after the
announcement that the first patient enrolled in
TM
the AbioCor clinical trial had died. It is with
sincere sadness that we convey our sympathy to
those families that are mourning the loss of these
two individuals. In light of these heart-rending
events, however, it is important for us to contemplate the bigger picture. Can man make a replacement heart that works, and if not, why not?
The quest to design and manufacture an artificial heart started during World War II. During
this period, medics often were called upon to
remove shell fragments from soldiers, and a value suddenly was placed on a heart replacement.
There have been many attempts to create an
artificial heart—the most famous being the Jarvik-7. However, patients receiving these artificial
hearts all suffered from numerous complications
(hemorrhage, stroke, sepsis, etc.). In addition, patients were forced to live a severely restricted lifeTM
style. The latest attempt is the AbioCor Implantable Replacement Heart, which is fabricated
from plastic and titanium and weighs less than
2 pounds.

second day of Creation, God made an expanse
to divide “the waters from the waters” (Genesis
1:6). Apparently, these “waters” already were present on day two when the expanse (atmosphere)
was made. In fact, that is exactly what Genesis 1:
1-2 teaches: “In the beginning God created the
heavens and the earth. The earth was without
form, and void; and darkness was on the face of
the deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering
over the face of the waters” (emp. added). The
initial creation of the earth (on day one) consisted of a watery, unformed-and-unfilled substance over which the Spirit hovered. (Remember, it was not until day three that God made an
Earth composed of land, sea, and vegetation.)
Thus, God not only created light on day one (vs.
3-5), but also made “the heavens and the earth”
(vs. 1-2).
Contrary to what some may think, on day
one God created the heavens, the earth, and light.
Although it is correct to sing and teach that God
made light on day one of Creation, we also must
not forget that on the same day God created the
“heavens and the earth.”

Eric Lyons

Considering the millions of dollars spent to
produce this new artificial heart, and the countless hours of research and development that were
required, one would expect that this device would
be nothing less than a state-of-the-art wonder!
However, Robert Tools, the first patient to receive an AbioCorTM heart, lived only 151 days.
The person who received the fourth implant
survived only 56 days. Why is this the case? Haven’t evolutionists frequently reminded us that
humans “evolved” over millions of years from
an amoeba-like creature? If the human heart is
merely another product of the naturalistic process of organic evolution (which, by definition,
has no direction or intelligent design behind it),
then humans (who can direct and design intricate processes) shouldn’t have any problem recreating it, should they? Yet millions of dollars, and countless hours of intense effort by
hundreds of highly trained researchers, have
been able to extend human life only a hundred days or so?!Could it be that we have not
given God enough credit for His ability to design and create the amazing human body?
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